
Learn more about our opportunities for
exceptional graduates

Tabula internship programme



Tabula is a London-based

asset manager focused on

fixed income.

Our ETFs provide unique

solutions in the fixed income

space, and help investors

achieve greater control of the

risks and rewards inherent in

institutional investing.

Founded in 2018

Reaching across more
than 15 countries 

9 ETFs launched in less
than 2 years

Management team with
an average of over 25
years’ experience

Tabula Investment
Management

Forward-thinking
fixed income

"Find your purpose
and stay true to it"

MJ Lytle.

CEO of Tabula



Prepare and maintain marketing materials,

including website and presentations,

ensuring all materials are kept up to date 

Assist with inbound investor enquiries, ad hoc

questions and due diligence materials    

Maintain and develop CRM system and

extract insights into client data 

Undertake fund and market research

First class academic background

Strong qualitative and quantitative skills 

Strong communication skills 

Ability to work in a fast-paced high pressure

environment

Key responsibilities
  

Required skills and experience

Building excel templates and writing python

code to facilitate analysis

Working with and supporting existing

analytical tools

Helping to prepare fund metrics comparisons

and pitches

Maintaining database and marketing materials

Supporting European market research   

Finance-related degrees are welcome, a

quantitative undergraduate degree in a field

such as physics/mathematics/engineering

with a finance related Master’s degree is an

ideal profile

Strong Excel skills

Python programming experience

Our quantitative analysts support fund analyses

and operations on a day-to-day basis. The position

also provides significant support to the risk

management of our ETFs.

Key responsibilities

Required skills and experience
We offer two learning and
development opportunities
that support your career
progression and help make
a real difference to our
organisation.

Investor relations
Internship

Our investor relations team is focused on

managing Tabula’s external-facing activities and

enhancing the effectiveness of the Coverage

group by providing support for our European

clients and prospects.

Choose your
department

Quantitative analysis
Internship

About our career
programme



Eleonora
Currently an IR and
Coverage intern 2020/21

                  Tommaso
                        IR intern 2018

Tommaso was an IR and Coverage intern
and is now in Quantitative Investment
Strategies Sales at BNP Paribas.
Tommaso holds a MSc in Financial
Markets and Investments from SKEMA
Business School.

"Working at Tabula gave me a real
insight into the financial services
and asset management space. I

really took a lot away from the
experience." - Tommaso

Nikitas
Currently a Quant intern
2020/21 “I love working at Tabula, it’s a dynamic

and fast-paced environment where
ability and initiative are rewarded. I am
looking forward to joining Tabula's
sister company after my 12-month
internship finishes.” - Nikitas

Giacomo 
Quant intern 2018

Christian is an intern at Tabula within the
Investor Relations and Coverage teams.
He holds a BSc in Economics from the
University of Exeter.

"I have only been with Tabula a
few weeks and already I am
enjoying the experience and

getting invaluable exposure across
the business." - Christian

“Working at Tabula has
been exhilarating. It's been a steep learning
curve, but also a lot of fun!” - Eleonora

Christian 
Currently an IR and
Coverage intern 2020/21Meet our interns

Giacomo was a Quantitative Analyst
intern at Tabula. He now works in Exotic
Derivative Structuring within Goldman
Sachs’ Global Markets division. Giacomo
holds a MSc in Financial Engineering
from École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne.

Eleonora is an analyst at Tabula
within the investor relations
team. She holds a MSc in Business
Development from Grenoble Ecole
de Management

Nikitas is responsible for providing
support to the quantitative analysis
function at Tabula.  He holds an
MSc in risk management and
financial engineering from Imperial
College London



Q&A with Peter Merriman

How was the internship structured?

What did you enjoy most about the internship?

What is unique about Tabula?

Through a flat hierarchy and working closely with all
teams, the structure of the internship gave me

exposure to all areas of Tabula's business. Where my
main focus was on supporting the German-speaking

business developments, I was encouraged to gain
experience across the business.

Peter Merriman is as a Business
Analyst at Tabula working in Client
Coverage and Operations. Peter
initially joined Tabula as a Client
Coverage intern. He holds an MSc
in Financial Economics from the
Erasmus University Rotterdam.

“Following my internship
at Tabula, I was thrilled to
be offered a full-time
position as a Business
Analyst. My new role
allows me to drive
business change across
the firm”

In comparison to working at larger institutions,
working at Tabula let me materialise and visualise the

work I do from day one. Having the opportunity to
meaningfully contribute to the progress and success

of the firm is extremely rewarding.

The way Tabula as a company comes together in terms
of individuals, products and work life collectively offers

an environment you do not see too often in this industry.

IR Intern 2019/20



Contact us
Email: careers@tabulaim.com
Phone:+44 20 3909 4700
Address: 55 Strand, London, WC2N 5LR

Apply now

Please send us your CV and a cover letter explaining
the impact you can have on the business

We look forward to welcoming you!


